A first-principles relativistic many-body investigation of magnetic hyperfine fields has been carried out for the ground states 4 2 S 1/2 of the alkali atom K and doubly charged ion Sc 2ϩ completing the investigation over the three members of the isoelectronic series K, Ca ϩ , and Sc 2ϩ with a single valence electron in the 4s state, since Ca ϩ had been investigated by us previously. This allows one to study both the nature of agreement with experiment over this series as the charge increases and the trends in the contributions from the major mechanisms responsible for the hyperfine fields in these systems. The calculated magnetic hyperfine fields in tesla for K, Ca core polarization ͑ECP͒ and correlation contributions, as fractions of the valence contribution, are found to decrease rapidly as one goes to systems with higher ionic charges, the decrease being more drastic for correlation effects. The trend of the ratios of ECP and correlation contributions to the valence contribution for both K and Sc 2ϩ were compared with those calculated for the neighboring alkali-metal systems, sodium and rubidium. The physical explanations for the results and the observed trends in the contributions from the different mechanisms are discussed. ͓S1050-2947͑97͒04603-9͔
. No experimental data are available for the Sc 2ϩ system. The exchange core polarization ͑ECP͒ and correlation contributions, as fractions of the valence contribution, are found to decrease rapidly as one goes to systems with higher ionic charges, the decrease being more drastic for correlation effects. The trend of the ratios of ECP and correlation contributions to the valence contribution for both K and Sc 2ϩ were compared with those calculated for the neighboring alkali-metal systems, sodium and rubidium. The physical explanations for the results and the observed trends in the contributions from the different mechanisms are discussed. ͓S1050-2947͑97͒04603-9͔
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I. INTRODUCTION
The relativistic linked-cluster many-body perturbation theory ͑RLCMBPT͒ ͓1͔ procedure has been extensively and successfully used to study hyperfine properties of atomic systems ͓2͔. The first-principles investigation of the contributions to the hyperfine interactions in alkali-metal atoms ͓3͔ by RLCMBPT was central to the understanding of the theory. This is due to the fact that these systems are relatively simple and the contributions of the different physical effects, such as valence, exchange core polarization, and many-body effects, could be studied in considerable detail and accurately. These studies have also helped provide an understanding of the trends followed by the contributions to the hyperfine fields at the nuclei from different physical mechanisms over the alkali-metal atom series. Corresponding trends in other related systems ͓4͔, namely, the alkalineearth series, the noble-metal atoms, and their partner isoelectronic singly charged Zn ϩ , Cd ϩ , and Ag ϩ ions and in a series of lithiumlike systems ͓5͔, have also been investigated using this procedure. The trends of exchange core polarization ͑ECP͒ and correlation effects among and within these series studied provide a better physical understanding of the hyperfine interaction. The present work is concerned with the hyperfine interaction in K, Ca ϩ , and Sc 2ϩ ions, all with a valence 4s electron, as part of our continuing study to understand the importance of the various contributing mechanisms, the series in this case starting with the neutral alkali atom, potassium, and involving the adjacent isoelectronic ions Ca ϩ and Sc 2ϩ with increasing charges. In the neutral scandium atom, as in general for elements in the 3d transition-metal series and the neighboring noble-metal atom copper, the 3d and the 4s levels are close in energy. Correspondingly in the case of Sc 2ϩ ion, the 3d and the 4s levels are expected to be also close in energy with either the 3d or 4s levels occupied. We are concentrating in this work on the Sc 2ϩ state with 4s as the valence orbital because the series involving this ion and K and Ca ϩ involves trends over isoelectronic ions with different charges, which provide a different perspective from the trends in series involving similar charges, as in the case of neutral alkali-metal atoms ͓3,4͔ or the singly charged isoelectronic alkaline-earth atoms ͓4͔. It also allows a comparison with the trends in the rather light lithiumlike series ͓5͔ with a single core (1s) as one goes to increasing charges in the series. The availability of accurate experimental values for K and Ca ϩ ͓6,7͔ provides a further check on the accuracy of the method used. At the moment no experimental value for the hyperfine field for Sc 2ϩ ion is available to our knowledge. We hope the result of our investigation on Sc 2ϩ will stimulate an experimental study for this ion, and also that calculations of the hyperfine interaction in these ions might be carried out in the future using different procedures ͓8-10͔, since we believe that a comparison with experiment and between the results of different procedures leads to a better understanding of the features of all the procedures.
In Sec. II we present a brief summary of the RLCMBPT procedure. Section III presents the results of our investigation of the magnetic hyperfine fields in K and Sc 2ϩ and a discussion and comparison with the results from experiment. The conclusions from our work are listed in Sec. IV.
II. PROCEDURE
The RLCMBPT procedure, and its application both to the hyperfine field problem as well as to other properties of at-oms, has been described in previous papers ͓1-5͔. We will therefore only give a brief summary of those points relevant to our present work for the sake of completeness. Thus, to predict various physical properties of atomic systems, one needs a complete knowledge of the electronic wave functions of the system. This can be obtained by solving the equation
where H is the relativistic Hamiltonian of the system, E is the total energy, and ⌿ 0 the many-electron wave function of the system involved. The relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian for an atomic system with nuclear charge e and N electrons is given by
where ␣ i and ␤ i are the Dirac matrices for the ith electron, p i is its momentum operator, r i is its radius vector with respect to the nucleus, and r i j is the distance between the i and j electrons. The Hamiltonian we use does not include the effect of the Breit interaction and other radiative effects, since it has been shown in previous work ͓1-5͔ that these interactions are not very important in effect on the hyperfine interaction in the type of systems we would be considering, which have a single s electron orbiting outside a system of closed shells. The exact solution for the wave function ⌿ 0 in Eq. ͑1͒ for this Hamiltonian is difficult to obtain because of the Coulomb 1/r i j interaction between the electrons ͓11-13͔.
With the RLCMBPT procedure, a perturbation approach is used to solve this problem by separating H into two parts, namely,
where H 0 refers to the zero-order approximation for H, the eigenfunction of which can be solved accurately and HЈϭHϪH 0 is a perturbation Hamiltonian. The zero-order Hamiltonian H 0 is given by
in which V(r i ) is a one-electron potential, for which the eigenfunction ⌽ 0 is given by
and can be solved precisely. As explained in earlier literature ͓1,14͔, it has been the usual practice to choose for V(r i ), a V NϪ1 potential defined by the relation
ͯ nb ʹͬ
͑6͒
with n representing occupied states of the atom. The perturbation Hamiltonian HЈ defined in Eq. ͑3͒ is then written as
The exact eigenfunction ⌿ 0 of the many-particle Hamiltonian H can now be expressed by the linked-cluster expansion ͓1,15,16͔ in terms of the eigenfunction ⌽ 0 ͑energy ei-
Once ⌿ 0 is determined, the hyperfine properties of the atomic system can then be calculated as the expectation value of the hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian H hyp Ј over ⌿ 0 .
For a relativistic treatment of the magnetic hyperfine interaction, the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian is given by ͓1,13͔
where I is the magnetic moment of the nucleus. In terms of H hyp Ј , the theoretical expression for the experimentally measured hyperfine constant in the spin-Hamiltonian term AI•J is given by ͓1͔
The vectors I and J refer to the nuclear spin and total angular momentum, respectively. The quantities I and J characterize the eigenvalues I(Iϩ1) and J(Jϩ1) of I 2 and J
2
. The various terms in Eq. ͑10͒ corresponding to different m and n values are referred to as (m,n)-order terms. The value (m ϩn) for each term represents the order of the perturbation in HЈ, each (m,n) term being expressible as a diagram representing a specific mechanism, through the use of rules given in earlier work ͓1,2͔. The zeroth-order perturbation term ͑0,0͒ is referred to as direct or valence contribution to the hyperfine constant. The first-order contributions ͑1,0͒ or ͑0,1͒ terms represent the ECP effect, and the second-order perturbation ͑1,1͒ and ͑2,0͒ or ͑0,2͒ terms represent the many-body correlation effect.
The major diagrams evaluated in this work are given in Figs. 1-5. Figure 1 is the diagrammatic representation of the zero-order ͑valence or direct contribution͒ Hartree-Fock result, only the unpaired valence electron contributing to the direct effect. The ECP effect is represented by Fig. 2͑a͒ , and Fig. 2͑b͒ represents a phase-space diagram associated with the ECP effect. This phase-space effect arises because the valence s shell is only half filled and it is therefore possible for a core electron with spin antiparallel to the valence elec-tron to be excited into the available empty state in the valence s shell. The effects of such an excitation cannot be canceled out between antiparallel spin core electrons because a similar excitation into the already occupied state with spin parallel to the valence state cannot occur. Figures 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ are typical exclusion principle violation ͑EPV͒ diagrams ͓1,4͔ and Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒ are consistency diagrams ͓1͔. Figures 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ show the ͑0,2͒ correlation diagrams while Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ show the ͑1,1͒ correlation diagrams. The diagrams in Figs. 4 and 5 represent the contribution to the hyperfine interaction from simultaneous excitations of two electrons due to the Coulomb interaction between them, representing true many-body effects. The diagrams in Fig. 3 are essentially one-electron diagrams, which correct for the use of a restricted Hartree-Fock potential in H 0 . The rules for the mathematical expressions represented by these diagrams, which one needs to evaluate to obtain their contributions to the hyperfine constant, have been given in the literature ͓1,2͔. The contributions from perturbation terms higher than second order to the hyperfine interaction are in general found to be quite small in most atoms studied so far ͓1-4͔.
Often the experimental results for hyperfine interactions in atoms are quoted in terms of hyperfine fields H hyp at the nuclei, the latter being the more pertinent quantities to consider in discussing the trends between different atomic systems since they are purely electronic in origin and do not involve nuclear magnetic moments. The relationship between H hyp and the hyperfine constant A is given by ͓4͔
where ␥ I ϭ I /Iប is the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus involved, I is the nuclear moment, and J is the net electronic angular momentum. Using the relation g I ϭ␥ I ប/ N ϭ(1/I)( I / N ), N being the nuclear magneton, it is convenient to express H hyp in the form
The numerical constant in Eq. ͑12͒ was obtained using N ϭ5.050786ϫ10 Ϫ27 J/T, បϭ1.05457266ϫ10 Ϫ34 J sec ͓17͔, and A in units of MHz.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The calculated contributions to the hyperfine field arising from the main mechanisms, namely, valence ECP and correlation effects, as well as the net hyperfine fields for the systems of interest in the present work are listed in Tables I and  II for the isoelectronic K, Ca ϩ , and Sc 2ϩ systems ͑all with a single 4s valence electron͒ and Na, K, and Rb systems ͑with valence electron in 3s, 4s, and 5s states͒, respectively. Also presented in these tables are the corresponding total hyperfine fields from experimental measurement. Table III shows a more detailed summary of the calculated contributions from individual mechanisms, which are grouped together under ECP and correlation in Table I Table I first, the second column in Table I gives the valence electron contribution, which is the leading contributor in relativistic theory. These contributions explain only a part, although a major one, of the experimental results amounting to about 66% of the experimental value ͓6͔ in K and about 76% of the experimental value ͓7͔ in Ca ϩ . There was therefore the need to go beyond the basic restricted Hartree-Fock procedure.
The results in the third column of Table I come from the first-order ͑0,1͒ diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 . The ECP, EPV, consistency, and phase-space contributions are grouped together ͑and referred to as ECP in Table I͒ because they represent one-electron effects beyond zeroth-order valence contributions. As a group, they give the net contribution arising from the polarization of the core orbitals. It was assumed, when the basis sets are generated, that all electrons with the real quantum numbers n and j possessed identical radial wave functions. This means that the core states cannot contribute to the hyperfine interactions in the zeroth-order ap- proximation because the contributions of those electrons in a given shell with opposing spins cancel one another exactly. This assumption is not correct, since not all the electrons in a given core shell will experience exchange interactions with the single valence electron, the core electrons with spin parallel to that of the valence electron being the ones that are subject to the exchange interactions while the antiparallel spin core states are not. Consequently, the parallel and antiparallel spin core states in each shell will have different radial wave functions. The result is that the core electrons can make a nonvanishing contribution to the hyperfine field. The ECP diagrams ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ ͓4͔ represent a first-order correction due to this effect. The other diagrams ͓Figs. 2͑b͒ and 3͔, grouped under the umbrella of net ECP contributions, represent additional first-and second-order contributions, which are less important than the diagram in Fig. 2͑a͒ and make fewer contributions but are all associated with different interactions ͓2,4͔ between the valence electron and core electrons with spins parallel and antiparallel to the valence spin.
The fifth column of Table I represents the net contributions from the ͑0,2͒ correlation diagram in Fig. 4 and the ͑1,1͒ correlation diagram in Fig. 5 . These diagrams all involve two simultaneously excited electrons and this leads to true many-body contributions to the field. Our total calculated hyperfine fields are listed in the seventh column of Table I and are seen to be in excellent agreement with experimental results, differing by only about 2% in the case of K and about 3% in the case of Ca ϩ . This is essentially in complete agreement when we take into account experimental and computational errors. We will now consider the trends in the ECP and correlation contributions to the hyperfine fields in both the alkali series ͑Na,K,Rb͒ and the alkalilike series ͑K,Ca ϩ ,Sc 2ϩ ͒ and compare the two. The ratio H ECP /H val and H corr /H val for both series can be found in columns 4 and 6, respectively in Tables I and II . Unfortunately, the individual contributions to the hyperfine field ͑direct, ECP, and correlation͒ cannot be measured. However, there is strong indirect support for the accuracy of the theoretical values for them in view of the very good agreement between the calculated ͓4͔ and experimental values ͓6,7,18,19͔ of the total fields. Hence one could consider the trends in H ECP /H val and H corr /H val as also being quite accurate. It has been the practice in considering trends to examine the latter ratios, rather than the absolute values of H ECP and H corr . The main reason for this is that since H val is the largest contributor and varies substantially in going from one system to another, it is more convenient to look at the ''normalized'' ratio, which is now a dimensionless fraction. Additionally, since one could expect the behavior of the hyperfine vertices in the ECP and major correlation diagrams to vary in a reasonably similar manner as the hyperfine vertex involving only the valence state as in the diagram in Fig. 1 for the zero-order valence contribution, the ratio would be expected to be primarily representative of the influence of electron-electron interactions of the one-electron and multielectron types for the ECP and correlation effects.
In the alkalilike series ͑K,Ca . For the alkali series on the other hand, the decrease of this ratio as one goes from Na to Rb is slower, the values for K and Rb being nearly the same. The trend of a decrease of this ratio in both series ͑Na, K, and Rb͒ and ͑K,Ca ϩ ,Sc 2ϩ ͒ can be understood using the fact that both systems are rather similar. Each atom in the series has a single s valence electron and p outermost cores. The rapid decrease of the ratio from K to Ca ϩ through to Sc 2ϩ is expected to be due to the tighter binding of the core shell electrons in the ions as compared to the neutral atom K. This makes the core electrons less deformable than those for the neutral alkali atoms under the influence of the exchange perturbation potential due to the valence electrons. For the series Na to Rb, where the number of cores steadily increases, there is also a tightening of the core electrons because they experience a more attractive potential as the nuclear charge increases due to more incomplete shielding of the core electrons by each other, and the valence electron, as one adds extra nuclear charges and electrons. This effect is, however, not expected to be as pronounced as when one removes an entire electron from a neighboring atom in the period, for instance, in going from K to Ca ϩ and Ca ϩ to Sc 2ϩ , leading to the more rapid decrease for H ECP /H val over this series than over the alkaliatom series Na, K, and Rb.
The ratio of correlation contribution to direct is shown in column 6 in Table I . For the alkali series ͑Na,K,Rb͒, on the other hand, the ratio increases as we move down the series from Na to Rb. This trend is opposite to the trend observed In attempting to understand the physical reasons for the trends just described in H corr /H val , we shall first consider the alkali series. The observed increase in H corr /H val can be explained by noting that the major correlation diagram in Fig. 4 can be viewed as representing a van der Waals type of interaction between the outermost core electron and valence electron involving their mutual polarization by the Coulomb interaction between them. This van der Waals type of effect is expected to depend on two factors. These are the deformabilities of the core and valence electrons and the average distances between these electrons. The two factors can be seen to compete with each other since increased separation causes a decrease in the correlation effect while an increase in the deformabilities leads to an increase in the correlation effect. An increase in the H corr /H val ratio in the alkali series in going from Na to Rb suggests that the deformabilities constitute the dominant factor over separation as we go down the series, this factor being relatively more dominant between Na and K than between K and Rb. The greater deformability of the valence electron is a result of the fact that it tends to get more loosely bound as a consequence of the tighter binding of the core electrons in going to larger alkali atoms and the consequent greater screening of the nuclear charge by them, making the valence electron experience a weaker attractive potential. The more loosely bound valence electron also leads to a larger separation between the core and valence electrons but, as just remarked, it appears that the opposing effect of this factor in going from Na to K to Rb seems to be more than counterbalanced by the increasing deformability of the valence electrons. The opposite trend observed for the alkalilike systems K, Ca ϩ , and Sc 2ϩ for H corr /H val as compared to that for the alkali-atom series Na, K, and Rb is expected physically because in going to positive ions from an isoelectronic neutral atom, both the core and valence electrons get more tightly bound and therefore less deformable with respect to the perturbation due to the correlation effect. It is intriguing to try to explain physically the lower decrease from Ca ϩ to Sc 2ϩ for H corr /H val as compared to that from K to Ca ϩ . It could partly be due to the influence of a possible increase in the core-valence separation due to greater contraction of the core electron shells as compared to valence.
IV. CONCLUSION
The net results obtained in the present work for the hyperfine fields in K and Ca ϩ by the RLCMBPT procedure are found to be in excellent agreement with experimental results for these systems. There are no experimental data for Sc 2ϩ system currently available and therefore no comparison with theory is possible. It is interesting to note just as for the alkali series, there are interesting trends in the ECP and correlation contributions to the total hyperfine fields in the alkalilike series ͑K,Ca ϩ ,Sc 2ϩ ͒. The trends produced in both these series can be analyzed in terms of the features of the core and valence electron distributions. The factors influencing the behavior of ECP and correlation effects within each of these series are the deformabilities of the valence shell, the effective nuclear charges of the system, and the average distance between core and valence electrons. We hope that the present work will encourage experimental determination of the hyperfine field in the Sc 2ϩ to allow comparison with our theoretical results. We also hope that other investigators will make similar calculations using other methods for the alkalilike systems so as to allow a comparison of the results with those of the relativistic many-body perturbation theory technique used here. 
